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ABSTRACT 
A bounded subset X of a Banach space over a non-archimedean field K is a compactoid f and 
only if each basic sequence in X tends to zero (Theorem 2). As a consequence the notions 'weakly 
precompact' and 'precompact' are identical for members of a wide class of K-Banach spaces 
(Theorem 3). 
CONVENTIONS 
Throughout  (K, / I )  is a nonarch imedean nontr iv ial ly valued field that is 
complete with respect o the metric (x, y )~ Ix -y l .  For  all further terminology 
we refer to [4]. 
INTRODUCTION 
For  a bounded subset X of  a K-Banach space consider the fol lowing 
statements.  
(a)  X is a compacto id .  
(/3) For  all t e (0, 1) each t -orthogonal  sequence in X tends to zero. 
(y) For  some t~(0 ,  1) each t -orthogonal  sequence in X tends to zero. 
It was proved in [4], Theorem 4.37 that,  for absolutely convex X, (e~), (fl), (y) 
are equivalent.  It is interesting to know what happens if the condit ion of  abso- 
lute convexity is d ropped (see § 3 for an appl icat ion).  It is not hard to see that 
still (c0 = (,8) ~ (y) holds while the fol lowing simple example shows that (7) does 
not  imply (,8). Let aeK ,  0<la l< l ,  let e l ,e  2 . . . .  be the standard base of  c0 
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and set xo : = el + aeo + 1 (n ~ N). Then X :  = {xb x2, ... } does not satisfy (fl) 
(Xl,X2 . . . .  is lat-orthogonal and [Ixo]l=l for all n) but does satisfy (y) for 
te ( la [ ,  1) (for such t there are no infinite t -orthogonal sequences in X) .  The 
purpose of  this note is to prove (/?)~ (a) (Theorem 2). 
§ 1. GENERATORS OF OPEN CONVEX SETS 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a bounded subset of  an infinite dimensional K- 
Banach space (E, ]j ]l) such that U6 X is a zero neighbourhood. Then, for some 
te(O,  1), there is a t-orthogonal sequence l, e 2 .... in X with inf  n Ileol] >0.  
PROOF. The Minkowski  function PA of A : =UOX is a norm, equivalent o 
[1 I]. Without loss, assume I[ [I =PA. Then 
{xeE:  [[x([<I}CAC{x~E: {Ixll_ 1}. 
And,  if the valuation of K is discrete, 
A={xeE" llxll_<l}, IIEII=IK). 
Choose t, tl, t2, ... e N such that t, tl, t2 . . . .  ~ (0, 1), I In to = t if the valuation of 
K is dense; t = to = 1 for all n if the valuation of  K is discrete. Inductively we 
shall construct a sequence l, e2 . . . .  in X such that dist(eo, [% : m < n])_> to for 
each n. (It then follows easily that el, e2 .. . .  is t -orthogonal and that IIeo II -> t for 
each n.) We can choose an el eX  with Ilel[r->tl. Suppose we have constructed 
el . . . . .  eo_ 1 in the above fashion. To define en, let 0 ~ (to, 1) if the valuation of  
K i s  dense, 0 = 1 if the valuation of  K i s  discrete. There is a nonzero vector x~E 
that is ~)-orthogonal to Do_~: = [el . . . . .  en-1]. By a suitable scalar multipli- 
cation we may arrange that xeA and Ilxll>tnP -1. Then dist(x, Do_l)>- 
-> O ]] x [[ _> t o . It follows that {x e X : dist(x, Do _ a) -> to } is not empty (otherwise 
{xeE:  dist(x, Do_ l )<to}  contains X and, by closedness and absolute con- 
vexity, contains A). Thus, we can choose an e o e X with dist(eo, Do_ 1) -> to. 
REMARKS 
1. The unbounded version of  Proposit ion 1 is false! In fact, let t reK ,  
0<lc~l<l .  Set xo: =(1 ,a ,a  a . . . . .  a°-l,0,O,...)~Co for each n~N,  and con- 
sider X :  = {a-mxo : m, n ~ N}. It is easily seen that ~-6X=co but that, for any 
t~ (0, 1), no infinite subset of X is t-orthogonal.  
2. I f  the valuation of  K is discrete the conclusion of  Proposit ion 1 can 
without much effort  be sharpened to: For some t ~ (0, 1), X contains a t-ortho- 
gonal base {ei: ~I} of E with inf~ x [[eill >0.  However  such a conclusion is 
false in general even if E itself does have a base e.g. E = Co. (As an example, 
let K :  =Cp and let E :  =C(~p--)Cp) with the supremum norm II IJoo. Then 
E=co. Let X be the set of  all locally constant characters Zp-->Cp x. From [I], 
Th6orbme 2 it follows that 
{fff  E : Hfl[ ~ < 1 } C U6 XC { f~ E : Ilfll oo -< 1 }. 
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Now suppose al,  a2, . . .  E X form a t-orthogonal base of  E for some t e (0, 1). 
Then so do/31,/~2, ..- where Bi : = c~; la i (i E N) and the formula 
q~( ~ 2i /~i)=)h, (XieK, l im 2 i=0)  
i=1 i ~°° 
defines a nonzero shift invariant continuous linear function q~ ~ E'. But it is well 
known that such q) do not exist.) 
§ 2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF COMPACTOIDS 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a bounded subset of  a K-Banach space (E, II II). Then 
X is a compactoid if and only if, for all t e (0, 1), each t-orthogonal sequence 
in X tends to zero. 
PROOF. We shall prove: if X is bounded and not compactoid then there is, 
for  some t e (0, 1), a t -orthogonal sequence ~, e2 .. . .  in X with in f  llenll > 0. To 
this end we may assume that X is countable ([6], Lemma 3.5), so without loss 
assume that E is of countable type. By [41, Theorem 4.37 there is an infinite- 
dimensional closed subspace D of  E such that -C-dXND is open in D. Let 
P:E~D be a linear continuous projection ([4], Theorem 3.16 v.). Since 
~-O XNDCP(~d X)  C-UO PX 
the set UOPX is (bounded and) open in D, so by Proposit ion 1 there is an 
s ~ (0, 1) and a sequence 1, e2, ... in X such that Pe~, Pe 2 . . . .  is s-orthogonal  and 
0 :  = in f  [[Pe,[[>O. For any )~I,...,)~nEK we have, setting M:  =sup,  lie, l!, 
[IPII II ~ J.ieill >- I[ ~ )tiPei[I >_s max [I.~iPeill >_sQ max ]2il 
i= l  i=1 i i 
> soM -1 max I[Aieill. 
i 
It follows that el,e2 .. . .  is t -orthogonal where t:  =soM-lilPt[ -1. Finally, 
inf ,  Ilen[I >__inf, IIPII-XllPenll >- IIPII-lo >0- 
REMARK. F rom Theorem 2 it is not hard to obtain the following 'nonconvex 
version'  of  [3], 6.10, 6.11. 
COROLLARY.  For a bounded subset X of  a K-Banach space the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) X is a compactoid. 
(fl) For each sequence xl, x2 .... in X, !imn~ = dist(x n, Ix m : m < n]) = 0. 
(y) For each sequence Xl, x2 .... in X, limn~co dist(xn, [Xm : m > n]) = 0. 
(rY) For each sequence Xl, x2 .... in X, l imn. = ~/Vol (Xl, ..., xn)= 0. 
(e) Each infinite subset of  X contains an infinite compactoid subset. 
§ 3. APPL ICAT ION:  WEAKLY  PRECOMPACT SETS 
Fol lowing [2] we say that a K-Banach space E has property (*) if for each 
subspace D of  countable type and each fED '  there is an extension f~ E '  of  f .  
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(Examples: Banach spaces of countable type, Banach spaces with a base, any 
Banach space over a spherically complete K.) I f  E has property (*) then E is 
polar in the sense of [5], Definition 3.5. It is proved in [2] that in a Banach space 
with property (*) each weakly compact set is norm compact. (In particular, 
each weakly convergent sequence is norm convergent.) For weakly precompact 
sets the situation is different: I f  K is locally compact then 'weak pre- 
compactness' i  identical to 'norm boundedness' ([6], Theorem 2.2). But for 
non-locally compact K we have the following theorem (also proved in [6] but 
in a roundabout way). 
THEOREM 3. Let (E, II I[) be a K-Banach space with property (*). I lK  is not 
locally compact each weakly precompact set in E is norm precompact. 
PROOF. Let XCE be weakly precompact. Then X is weakly bounded hence 
norm bounded ([5], Corollary 7.7). Now suppose that X is not a norm 
compactoid. By Theorem 2 we then would have a sequence l, e 2 .... in X 
with in f  [len]] >0 and el,e 2 .... is t-orthogonal for some t~(0, 1). As K is not 
locally compact we can choose a bounded sequence 21,22,... in K with 
•: =inf  {l~.n-)tml:n-~m} >0. From Property (*) it follows that there exists 
anf~E '  withf(en)=2n for each n. The set U: = {xeE:  If(x)l <~} in a weak 
neighbourhood of 0 and if n 4: m we have (en + U) fq (em + U) --- ~. Thus, X is 
not weakly precompact, a contradiction. We may conclude that X, hence ~-6 X, 
is a norm compactoid. Then the weak topology and the norm topology coincide 
on ~6 X ([5], Theorem 5.12). It now takes only standard arguments to show that 
X must be norm precompact. 
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